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Notes to Catalogue 133
This month. I am again presenting  my version of a January Sale.  After all the spending excesses of the 
Christmas season, the last thing you need is a catalogue full of expensive rarities. So, here is a list of 
books, giving only title and author. There are no pictures, no online listings, no shopping cart system or 
other automated luxuries. But the result is these books can be offered at very low cost. 

As most of you know, many books can now be found at low cost at various online book sites, but in al-
most every case, shipping is $4.00-$5.00 or more per book. The books on this list and the quantity prices 
include.

Last year, I listed a large number of books about Churchill’s family and political acquaintances, in ad-
dition to the books by and about Churchill. Most of the sales were for books about Churchill, so in the 
past year I have donated nearly all of the peripheral books, so this catalogue has the biggest selection ever 
of books about Churchill.

FREE SHIPPING IN USA
So compared to buying books one at a time elsewhere, it is like getting the books for free here.

The quantity discount schedule is as follows:

Type of book 1-4 books 5-19 books 20 or more

Hardcover $10.00 $7.00 $5.00
Trade paperback $5.00 $4.00 $3.00
Normal paperback $2.00 $1.50 $1.00

The different categories can be combined for quantity discount. So an order for 10 hardbacks, 8 trade 
paperbacks, and 2 paperbacks qualifies for the 20+ price on all of them. There are no descriptions of con-
dition on these books. If I have multiple copies, the earliest order gets the best copy.  Many of the books 
from the 1970s and 1980s are clean copies with dustjackets.

1. Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even 
if I am away. 

2. The easiest is to simply send a list by number of all the books you would like. It will take me a little 
while to go through the stock and verify which are still available.

3. Payment can be by check in US$’s, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders, 
please provide card number, expiry date, and the 3 digit security code found on the back by the signature.

The next catalogue will be new acquisitions.  
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Books about Churchill 
 
1 (Davis, Richard Harding). Real Soldiers of Fortune.  This book is a collection of six essays on 

adventurers of the time at the turn of the last century. Young Churchill is one of the six. This 1906 
edition is a large deluxe production with two colour title page and a picture tipped onto front cover 

 
2 (Martin, Hugh). BATTLE: The Life Story of Winston S. Churchill, Prime Minister.  This cheap wartime 

reprint is smaller than the 1932 original at 5 x 7.5 ins, and at 152 pages has been heavily abridged, 
although a new chapter on the events of 1940 is added.  

 
3 (Martin, Hugh). COMBAT: Histoire de la vie de Winston Churchill.  This is a French translation of 

Martin’s BATTLE. A cheap wartime reprint. 
 
4 (Arthur, Sir George). Concerning Winston Spencer Churchill.  One of the first bio’s published of the 

new PM in 1940, now an elusive title. Written by an old soldier who served in Egypt and the Boer war, 
200 pp, index, 5 x 7.5 ins, bound in black cloth, red stampings.  

 
5 (Kraus, René). Winston Churchill A Biography.  The author is a European with much firsthand 

experience of Churchill and Britain, although living in USA. A full length bio illustrated with 16 photos. 
Bound in bright red cloth, 366 pages, index.  

 
6 (Persich, Walter). Winston Churchill: Ganz Privat.  Of course this is negative propaganda from the 

Nazis, but very scarce. 292 pages, paper covered boards, cloth spine. 
 
7 (Broad, Lewis). Winston Churchill .  This full size hardback book appears to contain the same text as 

the two volume paperback, but reset in larger type. Bound in bright blue cloth, 364 pages, index. 
 
8 (Broad, Lewis). Winston Churchill.  Here is the first French translation of Broad’s bio. 328 pages in 

illustrated card covers. 
 
9 (Guedella, Philip). Mr. Churchill A Portrait.  A very popular book with at least 13 printings during the 

war. Green cloth, 347 pages, index. Cheap and common, everybody should have a copy. 
 
10 (Manning, Paul and Milton Bronner.). Mr. England The Life Story of Winston Churchill.  Good wartime 

bio. Large type, index, 250 pp. The  
 
11 (Manning, Paul and Milton Bronner.). Mr. England The Life Story of Winston Churchill.  Good wartime 

bio. Large type, index, this revised and extended edition is now 281 pages 
 
12 (Kraus, René). The Men Around Churchill.  Not strictly about Churchill, this book is a series of essays 

on the men Churchill worked with- Eden, the Labour leaders, generals, and the King. Attractive binding 
in bright red with gilt titles on a blue panel. 339 pages.  

 
13 (Laird, Stephen & Walter Graebner). Hitler’s Reich and Churchill’s Britain.  A Conversation between 

Stephen Laird and Walter Graebner, TIME Correspondents in Berlin and London. 116 pages, 
Interesting comparison of the good and bad in each society. 

 
14 (Kiernan, R.H. ). Churchill.  A typical wartime bio, illustrated with 7 photos, 212 pages, bound in cream 

cloth. 
 
15 (anon.). Min Bundsförvant (My Ally).  This is the Swedish language version of MY ALLY, a satirical 

piece produced by the Nazis, pointing out all the things Churchill had said about the Bolsheviks before 
they became his allies. Right hand pages have a newspaper cartoon, with notes on facing pages. 110 
pages card covers. 
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16 (Wingfield-Stratford, Esme. ). Churchill The Making of a Hero`.  One of the better books published 
during the war. 251 pages of dense typography take the story up through the end of the Wilderness 
years. Bound in blue cloth stamped dark blue. Uncommon now. 

 
17 (Morton, H.V.). Atlantic Meeting.  A good first hand contemporary account of the first meeting of WSC 

and FDR in Placentia Bay. The author, best known for his “In Search of” travel books, was present on 
the voyage as a correspondent. Some good photos and a chapter on the stop in Iceland. 160 pages, 
map endpapers. 

 
18 (Paneth, Philip). The Prime Minister, Winston S. Churchill, as Seen by his Enemies and Friends..  An 

elusive wartime title, printed on thin paper. 124 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 inches, illustrated with cartoons from 
around the world. This wraps version is bound in plain brown paper wraps with black titles. many 
dealers incorrectly offer these as proof copies, which they are not. They sold for 4s as opposed to 6s 
for hardbacks. 

 
19 (Coulter, John). Churchill.  An unconventional bio, consisting of a mix of narrative and drama script. 

133 pages, red cloth stamped gilt on spine. Uncommon. 
 
20 (Hagberg, Knut). Winston Churchill.  This is the first biography of Churchill in Swedish, later translated 

into 4 other languages. 167 pages, 6.5 x 9.5 inches, card covers with Topolski drawing. 
 
21 (Kraus, René). Winston Churchill in the Mirror.  Subtitled: His Life in Pictures and Story. The first 

photo-documentary on Churchill. 232 pages, lots of interesting photos and cartoons. Large 7 x 10 inch 
book, on coated paper. Recommended. 

 
22 (Lemonnier, Léon). Winston Churchill.  A scarce wartime production on cheap paper, apparently 

rushed out after the liberation of Paris. 246 pages, in paper wraps printed brown and black. Text in 
French. 

 
23 (Allary, Jean). Un Petit-fils de Marlborough: Winston Churchill.  This French language biography is 256 

pages, bound in illustrated card covers. 
 
24 (Bøgholm, K.). Winston S. Churchill.  Full length biography in Danish. 267 pages, photos. Bound in 

blue-grey card covers.  
 
25 (Davenport, John and Charles Murphy). The Lives of Winston Churchill.  A brief 88 page collection of 

mostly anecdotes, with an 16 page section of photos on coated paper at the rear. Surprisingly 
uncommon for a book from such a major publisher. Worth having as some material is unique. Grey 
cloth boards. 

 
26 (Eden, Guy). Portrait of Churchill.  Another small wartime bio, includes intro by Bracken. 144 pages, 14 

illustrations. Fairly common. 
 
27 (Eden, Guy). Churchill i naerbillede.  The Danish translation is bound in card covers with an attractive 

drawing framed in red white blue. 
 
28 (Thompson, Malcolm). The Life and Times of Winston Churchill.  This revised edition adds 32 more 

pages for a total of 352. Endpapers now plain. 
 
29 (Thompson, Malcolm). Winston Churchill.  Czech translation of this popular bio. 
 
30 (Tucker, Ben). Winston Churchill Sein Leben.  Here is the german translation, published in 

Switzerland, same size, better binding, nice drawing of Churchill on jacket. 
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31 (Tucker, Ben). Winston Churchill 1874-1955 His Life in Pictures.  One of the first photo-biographies. 7 
x 9.5 ins, 2nd revised edition now 340 pages, coated paper. Loads of interesting photos including 
some of documents. Worthwhile, but uncommon. Linen cloth stamped in red. 

 
32 (Wærenskjold, Leif). Winston Churchill.  Brief 62 page bi with a further 16 pages of photois at the rear. 

Text in Norwegian. A scarce title. 
 
33 (Richter, O.H. ). Winston S. Churchill: Mensch, Soldat, Staatsmann.  Originally published 1946 in 

Czech, this German translation is a large 6 x 9 inch book, 336 pages, bound in medium red cloth. 
 
34 (Rude, Hans). Winston Churchill.  Full length biography in Danish, 236 pages, photos, maroon card 

covers. 
 
35 (Fabre-Luce, Alfred). La Fumée d’un Cigare.  246 page bio of Churchill in French, paper covers with 

nice illustration of smoking cigar.  
 
36 (Bibesco, Prinsessan Marthe). Sir Winston Churchill.  Swedish translation, hardcover. 
 
37 (Hughes, Emrys). Winston Churchill British Bulldog.  This American publication is an extended version 

of the author’s British paperback. 346 pages, index, bound in black cloth. 
 
38 (Lockhart, J.G. ). Winston Churchill.  A small biography of 158 pages by a Secretary of the 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association so the emphasis is politics. 
 
39 (Taylor, Robert Lewis). Winston Churchill, An Informal Study of Greatness.  A popular biography, 

illustrated with a few photos, with a slightly different tack. Much is based on interviews with colleagues. 
Very common, so belongs in every library. 

 
40 (Cowles, Virginia). Winston Churchill: The Era and the Man.  A good 1950’s biography. 378 pages, 21 

illustrations, index. The author, though a Labour Party member, writes a generally favourable story. 
 
41 (Stewart, Herbert Leslie). Sir Winston Churchill as Writer and Speaker.  Not just another bio; this small 

book of 161 pages looks at Churchill as historian, author, and orator.  Originally published in Canada 
with the title Winged Words, the author is a Professor at Dalhousie University. 

 
42 (Gatti, Armand & Pierre Joffroy). La Vie de Churchill.  Full length bio in French, photos on coated 

stock, bound in white card covers printed in red, blue, black. Scarce. 
 
43 (Ingram, Bruce (editor)). An Eightieth Year Tribute to Winston Churchill.  A large 10.2 x 14.5 ins 

production with 12 colour plates, 4 gravure plates, many photos, 66 pp of text, decorated red card 
cvrs. Highly recommended and is worth it just for the frameable plates!  

 
44 (Marchant, Sir James (editor)). Winston Spencer Churchill Servant of Crown and Commonwealth.  A 

superb collection of tributes to Churchill on his 80th Birthday from a list of colleagues which reads like 
Who’s Who; including Eden, Menzies, Baruch, Attlee, The Aga Khan, Bonham-Carter, etc. Essential, 
and fortunately common, despite the Internet sharks who call it “rare”. Some copies came with a 
wraparound 80th Birthday card with a detachable postcard to be sent to Churchill, such as this copy. 

 
45 (Randolph Churchill & Helmut Gernsheim). Churchill His Life in Photographs.  A large 8.5 x 11 inch 

book full of photos, pages unnumbered, but 388 photos, index, detailed captions by Randolph. One of 
top 5 photo books in ICS top 30.  

 
46 (Creus, Dario). Winston Churchill.  This small format book of 224 pages is only 3 x 4.2 inches, with 

card covers. This bio in Spanish language is a scarce title not in Zoller. 
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47 (Ferrier, Neil). Churchill The Man of the Century.  A slim tall photo biography, very common, so no 
reason not to have one. 94 pages, gravure printing. 

 
48 (Ferrier, Neil). Churchill The Man of the Century.  Revised and extended edition upon Churchill’s 

death.  
 
49 (Marsh, John). The Young Winston Churchill.  A biography for juveniles, 216 pages, bound in blue 

cloth, colourful dustwrapper with young Winston in 4th Hussars uniform.  
 
50 (Bibesco, Princess Marthe Lucie). Sir Winston Churchill Master of Courage.  The author of this books 

comes from Roumanian Nobility and wrote it originally in French. She was a cousin by Marriage of one 
of Asquith’s daughters and knew several relatives of Churchill. The book is well rated and offers a 
detached yet admiring view from a foreigner. 192 pages, index. 

 
51 (Chastenet. Jacques). Churchill.  Italian translation, hardcover.  
 
52 (anon. ). Proceedings of the Presentation of the Williamsburg Award.  A lovely well illustrated book of 

the ceremony at Draper’s Hall presenting the first Williamsburg Award to Churchill. Bound in paper 
covered boards which are very prone to fading, The guest list is a most amazing who’s who turnout, 
100% white males, cigars everywhere. Seen at prices to $120.00 on the Internet.  

 
53 (Higgins, Trumbull). Winston Churchill and the Second Front.  A well-researched look at Churchill’s 

strategic thinking in the critical 1941-43 period. The author concludes Churchill’s concentration on the 
Med was a result of “colonial” thinking and a desire to minimise British casualties. 281 pages, index, 
bibliography, detailed notes. Uncommon and recommended.  

 
54 (Norris, A.G.S.). A Very Great Soul.  A biographical character study of Churchill based on 15 years of 

research. Includes a detailed astrology chart and a thing called Test of Tabulated Scientific Data. 
Fascinating! This book is always in demand by Churchill students.  

 
55 (Wartenweiler, Fritz). Winston Churchill Blut, Schweiss und Tränen!.  A brief bio of 106 pages 

published in Switzerland, bound in card covers with nice drawing of Churchill on cover. Not in Zoller.  
 
56 (Bocca, Geoffrey). The Adventurous Life of Winston Churchill.  A wide 7 x 9.5 in book, well illustrated, 

with Low cartoon on endpapers. 256 pages, seems aimed at high school readers.  
 
57 (Booth, Arthur H.). The True Story of Sir Winston Churchill.  The American edition of this juvenile title 

is larger at 6 x 9 inches and features colourful lithographed cloth boards. 143 pages with index to 
people and places, two colour illustrations. 

 
58 (McGowan, Norman). My Years with Churchill.  Paperback issue of this popular book by Churchill’s 

valet. 
 
59 (Frankfurter, Alfred M. (ed)). Winston Churchill the Painter.  Subtitled: Catalogue of an Exhibition of 

Paintings of the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill. 7 x 10 ins, 48 pages, includes 35 plates of Churchill 
paintings, many in colour.  The US edition has a foreword by Eisenhower.  

 
60 (Green, David). Sir Winston Churchill at Blenheim Palace.  A slim volume of 48 pages, well illustrated, 

tells the story of Churchill’s many connections with and visits to Blenheim. Elusive and always 
requested.  

 
61 (Moorehead, Alan). Churchill, A Pictorial Biography.  Trade size paperback. 
 
62 (Birkenhead, Lord). The Prof in Two Worlds.  Not strictly about Churchill, but listed as this title is 

always in demand. The story of F.A. Lindemann, better known as “The Prof”, was an Oxford physicist 
who became a key advisor and confidant of Churchill before and during the war. Recommended. 
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63 (De Mendelssohn, Peter). The Age of Churchill, Heritage and Adventure 1874-1911.  Originally 

intended to be the first volume of a three volume biography, only this one was ever published. A 
detailed bio, well documented with notes and references, 627 pages, a large thick book. 

 
64 (Farrell, Alan). Sir Winston Churchill.  A modest juvenile biography from the “Men and Events” series. 

142 pages, index, photos, bound in dark blue cloth stamped in yellow.  
 
65 (Le Vien, Jack and John Lord). The Valiant Years.  The US edition is bound in flat blue cloth, has map 

endpapers. 411 pages. 
 
66 (Reynolds, Quentin). All About Winston Churchill.  A juvenile title by the famed war correspondent. The 

British edition is bound in blue cloth gilt. 
 
67 (Smith, N.D.). Winston Churchill.  Quality juvenile bio, illustrated with cartoons and photos, 108 pages, 

index, square format 6.75 x 8 inches. Bound in dark olive cloth, bright blue dj. 
 
68 (Thompson, R.W.). The Yankee Marlborough.  The author’s objective was not a biography, but an 

interpretation. Critical at times, but consider the source. This is the same author later wrote Churchill 
and Morton, based on Morton’s diaries, to which he had full access. Do not confuse this Thompson 
with either the detective sergeant bodyguard, or the Naval Commander personal assistant. A review in 
FH 27 notes that it concentrates on Churchill’s flaws, but still recommends the book, especially for the 
look at the WSC vs FDR battle re Russia at the end of the war. 363 pages, index, bibliography.  

 
69 (Berlin, Isaiah). Mr. Churchill in 1940.  An excellent essay originally written in 1949 as a review of vol I 

of The Second World War. 39 pages. The US edition is bound in olive grey cloth. 
 
70 (La Vien, Jack & Peter Lewis). The Finest Hours.  Paperback issue of the book tied to the film of the 

same name. 
 
71 (Améry, Jean). Winston S. Churchill, un Siècle d’Histoire.  Lavish biography- photos on coated paper, 

text on coloured stock, illustrated boards, 200 pages. This is the French version. 
 
72 (Bonham-Carter, Violet). Winston Churchill as I Knew Him.  The author is a daughter of H.H. Asquith 

and was a close friend of Churchill going way back. These memoirs are essential and fortunately 
inexpensive. 496 pages, index, photos. 

 
73 (The editors of Country Beautiful). A Man of Destiny Winston S. Churchill.  A sumptuous production in 

pebble grain binding with tipped-on colour photo. Packs a lot into 98 pages- excerpts from books, 
colour plates of paintings, brief biography, tributes upon his death, etc.  

 
74 (Daetwyler, Hans). In Memoriam: Winston Churchill.  This small book is 32 pages, mostly photos, 

many of which are unusual with a Continental emphasis. 6 x 8.25 inches, coated paper, text in 
German. very scarce 

 
75 (Greenwald, Anatole (editor)). Churchill The Life Triumphant.  The Historical record of Ninety Years.  If 

you were taking one book on Churchill to a desert island, this would be it. Photos, quotes, list of 
decorations, details of funeral, more. 144 pages in lithographed  boards.  

 
76 (Haller, Adolf). Der Mann Unseres Jahrhunderts.  A full length biography in German, 347 pages, 

photos, bound in mustard cloth stamped black and orange.  
 
77 (Miers, Earl Schenck). The Story of Winston Churchill.  Large size (8 x 11 ins) juvenile biography, 

illustrated with photos, 48 pages. Usually seen in card covers.  
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78 (Sykes, Adam & Iain Sproat). The Wit of Sir Winston.  An enjoyable 96 pages of anecdotes and 
photos. 

 
79 (Towers, Frederick). Sir Winston Churchill A Memorial.  A slim volume 8 x 11 inches, 62 pages, filled 

with gravure photos of Churchill’s death and funeral. Probably the best book on the funeral. 
 
80 ((anon) ). A Selection from the Broadcasts Given in Memory of Winston Churchill.  A large book of 144 

pages on quality paper, illustrated with photos. Publishes the text of many of the tributes broadcast at 
the time of Churchill’s death including those by Macmillan, Douglas-Home, Wilson, Menzies, 
Eisenhower, DeGaulle, and many others, great and ordinary. Uncommon and essential. 

 
81 (Halle, Kay). The Irrepressible Churchill.  A superb collection of quotes, especially humorous ones. All 

with a few words on the context and sources, although many are listed as “ear-witness”.  372 pages, 
index. The American edition is much larger at  7 x 10 inches, so is preferred. 

 
82 (Moran, Lord). Winston Churchill The Struggle for Survival 1940-1965.  The American edition is 

smaller than the English, 877 pages. 
 
83 (Ragionieri, Ernesto). Churchill by Ragionieri.  An 80 page bio of Churchill in Italian, bound as a double 

decker with a similar bio of Roosevelt reading from the back. Not in Zoller. 
 
84 (Coombs, David). Churchill His Paintings.  A large book cataloguing most of Churchill's paintings, 73 in 

colour, 429 in B/W.  This has been the standard reference for many years, used by all the major 
auction houses. 

 
85 (Haffner, Sebastian). Churchill.  This is the first appearance of this biography, 188 pages, photos, text 

in German, yellow and black card covers. 
 
86 (Price, Dorothy (ed)). Never Give In!.  The Challenging words of Winston Churchill, with an 

introductory Essay by Dwight D. Eisenhower. A small 52 page collection of Churchill quotes illustrated 
with pencil sketches by Joe Isom. 

 
87 (Gardner, Brian). Churchill in His Time, A Study in a Reputation 1939-1945.  Churchill is now regarded 

as a hero of the war, but no so at the time. There were many who had negative things to say at the 
time. This book tells what they were saying about him during the war. 349 pages, index, notes on 
sources.  

 
88 (Gardner, Brian). Churchill in Power, as Seen by His Contemporaries.  This is the US title for Churchill 

in His Time. Same setting. 
 
89 (Thompson, George Malcolm). Vote of Censure.  A study of the challenge to Churchill’s leadership in 

1942, written by Beaverbrook’s private secretary. 253 pages, index, notes, photos. The best account 
of this crucial period. This American edition is much larger than the English and so recommended.  

 
90 (Zentner, Karl). Winston Churchill in der Anekdote.  A 72 page book of Churchill anecdotes in German, 

illustrated with cartoons. Bound in green boards with a Churchill caricature on the front cover. Not in 
Zoller 

 
91 (Thompson, Carlos). The Assassination of Winston Churchill.  Not what you think from the title. 

Debunks the claim about Churchill being involved in Gen. Sikorski's death in the play by Hochhuth. It 
turns out a certain Mr. Irving was involved.... 

 
92 (Dupuy, Trevor Nevitt). The Military Life of Winston Churchill of Britain.  One of a series of “Military 

Lives” books. Aimed at High school students, it is still a good book by a serious respected military 
historian. 207 pages, lots of photos, maps, and plans. Uncommon. 
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93 (Briquebec, John). Winston Churchill.  A juvenile title of 58 pages in an unusual  8.25 inch square 
format with printed paper boards. Lots of photos, some in colour. No dj issued. Uncommon. 

 
94 (Gerosa, Guido). Pro e Contro Churchill.  159 pages, text in Italian. An unusual book, for students. 

Bound in bright yellow laminated boards, the pages are printed in dark red and black on yellow paper 
with illustrations. For some reason, Zoller deleted this title. 

 
95 (Lewin, Ronald). Churchill as Warlord.  A respected analysis of Churchill as military commander by a 

successful military biographer. Based on both published sources and personal interviews, the  author 
details both the failures and successes, and ties this into a character analysis of Churchill.  283 pages, 
index, bibliography, photos.  

 
96 (Thompson, R.W. ). Generalissimo Churchill.  This book is critical of Churchill’s role in directing the 

military end of the war. 252 pages, index, bibliography, photos, map endpapers.  
 
97 (Longford, Elizabeth). Winston Churchill.  Excellent photo-biography, 8.5 x 11 inches, 224 pages, 

index. Commissioned and authorized by the Winston Churchill Foundation.  
 
98 (Pelling, Henry). Winston Churchill.  Consistently rated one of the best single volume biographies. 724 

pages, index, notes, some photos. Unfortunately, this was a cheaply produced book with pulpy paper 
that yellows and an ugly lilac binding, -Recommended.  

 
99 (Thornton-Kemsley, Colin). Through Winds and Tides.  Memoirs of  MP who was WSC associate from 

1924 to 1950's. 302 pages, quality paper,  From a small publisher Montrose, Scotland, so an 
uncommon title. 

 
100 (Harriman, W. Averell & Elie Abel). Special Envoy to Churchill and Stalin 1941-1946.  A significant 

book. Harriman was Roosevelt’s personal representative during the war and was present at numerous 
high level meetings, and so speaks from first hand knowledge. 595 pages, index, several sections of 
photos, detailed source notes. 

 
101 (Jacobs, William J. ). Churchill.  Scarce juvenile bio, 94 pages, lots of photos, 7.25 x 9 ins, card 

covers. 
 
102 (Lash, Joseph P.). Roosevelt and Churchill 1939-1941.  Subtitled “The Partnership that Saved the 

West”. Lash is best known for his Pulitzer winning Eleanor and Franklin. A detailed study, 528 pages, 
index, references, section of photos, map endpapers. 

 
103 (Pilpel, Robert). Churchill in America 1895-1961.  An analysis of Churchill's visits, friends, etc. with 

America. Details his 14 visits and 3 addresses to Congress. Notes, index. A popular title, always 
requested.  

 
104 (Thompson, R.W.). Churchill and Morton.  Publishes a series of letters from Churchill’s long time friend 

and neighbor, Sir Desmond Morton, and Thompson. These letters were highly critical and formed the 
basis of Thompson’s earlier work The Yankee Marlborough. 223 pages.  

 
105 (Butler, William Vivian). Winston Churchill Never Surrender.  A nicely produced children’s book. 128 

pages, 6.25 x 9.5 inches, index, photos, blue cloth binding. 
 
106 (Jones, Madeline). Churchill.  A children’s book from the series World Leaders in Context. 80 pages, 

7.75 x 10 inches, brown cloth boards.   /   
 
107 (Morgan, Ted). Churchill 1874-1915.  A comprehensive bio of the early part of Churchill’s life, from 

schoolboy to the Dardanelles. 571 pages, index, photos, extensive notes to sources.  
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108 (Morgan, Ted). Churchill: Young Man in a Hurry 1874-1915.  A comprehensive bio of the early part of 
Churchill’s life, from schoolboy to the Dardanelles. 607 pages, index, photos, extensive notes to 
sources.  

 
109 (Thompson, Kenneth W.). Winston Churchill’s World View.  A scholarly study of Churchill's underlying 

political principles and goals. 364 pp, index, footnotes. Another elusive University Press title. 
 
110 (Brendon, Piers). Winston Churchill A Brief Life.  A modest length biography by the now keeper of the 

Churchill Archives. In reviews in 1984, Redburn harshly criticizes errors and lack of research, but 
Langworth likes the human side of Churchill the author brings out. 234 pages, 2 sections of photos.  

 
111 (Hough, Richard ). Former Naval Person.  Subtitle Churchill and the Wars at Sea. Takes a different 

tack than the other books looking at the Naval Churchill, in that the author looks closely at how 
Roosevelt held a similar cabinet position as Churchill in 1915 as Asst. Secretary of the Navy, and how 
this common background helped them work together later. 244 pages, index, source notes, photos. 

 
112 (Day, David). Menzies and Churchill at War.  Day’s thesis that Menzies had aspirations to be PM in 

1941 seems flawed. Redburn’s review of this book is highly critical, still a subject that needs further 
research. 271 pages, index, notes, photos. 

 
113 (Richardson, Stewart). The Secret History of World War II.  Subtitled: The Ultra-Secret Wartime 

Cables and Letters of Roosevelt, Stalin, and Churchill. This book publishes a selection from the 
correspondence between the big three. A case could be made for classifying this like B57 in Woods. 
27 pages 

 
114 (Rodgers, Judith). Winston Churchill.  Juvenile title, 112 pages, index. An elusive book. 
 
115 (Matthews, Rupert). Winston Churchill.  For young children,  32 pages, large type, photos and 

drawings in colour, laminated hardcovers. 
 
116 (Bradley, John). Churchill and the British.  Juvenile title from a series on WW2, lithographed hard 

covers, 62 pages, photos, colour maps. 
 
117 (Hough, Richard). Winston & Clementine.  A lengthy bio of the Churchill’s and their marriage. Large 

thick softcover. 
 
118 (Keegan, John)  Churchill’s Generals. Hardcover, 386 pages, has 17 chapters on the key British 

military leaders of WW2 
 
119 (Heath, F.W. -editor) A Churchill Anthology. Red hardcover, An excellent collection of Churchill’s 

writings with meaty excerpts from major works and speeches. Illustrated with photos. 720 pages. 
 
120 (Broad, Lewis) The Years of Preparation. This is the first volume of the final 2 volume edition of 

Broad’s long-running bio.  
 
121 (Broad, Lewis) The Years of Achievement. This is the second volume of the final 2 volume edition of 

Broad’s long-running bio.  
 
122 (Sandys, Celia) The Young Churchill. The US title of Celiaʼs first book. The  Early Years of Winston 

Churchill, with  superb colour illustrations of letters and ephemera. 
 
123 (Sandys, Celia) From Winston with Love and Kisses. The first edition (English) of Celiaʼs first book. 

The Young Churchill 1874-1895, with  superb colour illustrations of letters and ephemera. 
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124 (Kimball, Warren F.)  Forged in War. A good book on the Churchill-Roosevelt partnership. 421 
pages, notes, index. See review in FH 97. 

 
125 (Barker, Elisabeth) Churchill and Eden at War. This is an important book. The author had full 

access to the Eden (Avon) papers and has done a thorough job. 346 pages, notes, index. 
 
*- 
 

Paperbacks about Churchill 
 
 
126 (Guedella, Philip). Mr. Churchill.  Paperback issue of this popular wartime bio. 
 
127 (Reade, John Collingwood). Man of Valour Winston Spencer Churchill.  A well-written pamphlet of 32 

pages, illustrated on slick paper, nice colour painting by Forbes on cover. Uncommon. 
 
128 (Barker, Sir Ernest). Winston Churchill.  This official publication is 72 pages on quality paper, photos 

throughout text, bound in red/grey wraps with signature on front. Has a good selection of photos, but is 
uncommon. 

 
129 (anon.). Mr. Churchill A Pictorial Cavalcade of his Life and Extracts from his Immortal Speeches.  A 

souvenir book of photos and speech quotes from a publisher of guides to historic places.. 7 x 9 inches, 
now 32 pp plus card covers. This later revised edition has a purple and gold border around the cover 
portrait, and adds new material covering the 1950’s. 

 
130 (anon.). Winston Spencer Churchill.  From a series on the war leaders, this anonymous volume of 125 

pages has white paper covers with orange titles and an attractive sketch of Churchill. Text in Dutch. 
 
131 (Hilditch, Neville). In Praise of Churchill, An Anthology in His Honour.  a small 4.5 x 5.5 inch book in 

colourful paper covered boards. A collection of short passages and quotes from Churchill and others. 
Popular as a small gift. 

 
132 (Hughes, Emrys). Winston Churchill in War and Peace.  A critical book by one of Churchill’s foes from 

the Labour Party. 240 pages, paperback with Low drawing on cover. Worth reading for a different view.  
 
133 (Malkus, Alida Sims). The Story of Winston Churchill.  Paperback edition of this juvenile title. 
 
134 (Marsh, John). The Young Winston Churchill.  Paperback reissue of this juvenile title. 188 pages. 
 
135 (Thompson, Walter H.). Assignment: Churchill.  Paperback edition of popualr book by Churchill’s 

bodyguard. 
 
136 (Czarnomski, F.B.). The Eloquence of Winston Churchill.  This paperback is an abrifged edition of The 

Wisdom of WC, a valuable guide to Churchill quotes. 
 
137 (Tabori, Paul). Bei Whisky und Zigarre.  A small book of Churchill anecdotes and cartoons. Text in 

German. 64 pages,  laminated boards.  
 
138 (Bocca, Geoffrey). The Adventurous Life of Winston Churchill.  Paper edition of this juvenile title. 
 
139 (Sims, Victor). Churchill the Great, The Best Stories.  Published only in paperback. 112 pages of 

Churchill anecdotes. Very popular title, even if undocumented, but unfortunately hard to find. 
 
140 (Brennand, Frank). Winston S. Churchill.  Published only as a paperback. A reasonable biography, with 

an interesting 12 page section of pencil sketches of Churchill’s life by Renato Fratini. 
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141 (Cawthorne, Graham). The Churchill Legend.  A very popular and elusive collection of Churchill 

anecdotes by a long standing House of Commons journalist. 124 pages, card covers. 
 
142 (House, Jack). Winston Churchill His Wit and Wisdom.  A small book of quotes. 128 pages, 4 x 6 

inches. Great as a small gift. 
 
143 (staff of The New York Times). Churchill in Memoriam.  Published only as a paperback, purple covers, 

160 pages of quality white paper, small type, some photos. Very common. 
 
144 (editors of readers Digest). Man of the Century: A Churchill Cavalcade.  A worthwhile anthology of 

articles by and about Churchill, drawn from 60 sources. 335 pp, index, list of sources.  
 
145 (James, Robert Rhodes). Churchill A Study in Failure.  Paperback edition of this scholarly analysis of 

Churchill in the 20's and 30's. Critical, but accurate Highly recommended, important title. 
 
146 (Murray, Edmund)  Churchill’s Bodyguard. Paperback edition of this memoir by his bodyguard from 

1950-1965 
 

Books by or about Churchill’s son Randolph 
 
150 What I Said About the Press by Randolph Churchill 
151 The Six Day War by Randolph Churchill & WSC II 
152 The Rise and Fall of Eden by Randolph Churchill 
153 Twenty One Years by Randolph Churchill 
154 The Story of the Coronation by Randolph Churchill 
155 Lord Derby King of Lancashire by Randolph Churchill  
156 Cousin Randolph by Anita Leslie 
157 Randolph Churchill by Kay Halle 
158 Life of the Party Pamela Churchill Harriman by Ogden 
159 Reflected Glory Life of Pamela Churchill Harriman by Smith 
160 Randolph A Study of Churchill's Son by Brian Roberts 
161 His Father’s Son by WSC the grandson 

 

Books with a Churchill Contribution (Woods section B) 
 
170 The Secret Battle  (B11) 
171 The Legion Book  (B12b) 
172 I Was a Spy  (B20) 
173 The New Examen  B22) 
174 All Clear Aft  (B27) 
175 Khaki and Gown  (B36) 
176 Ronald Cartland  (B37) 
177 Epic of Malta  (B38) 
178 Ten Chapters  (Db68) 
179 Happy Odyssey  (B47) 
180 Britain’s Homage to 28,000 American Dead 
181 John Philipot’s Roll  (B54) 
182 Adventure in Oil  (B58) 
183 Memoirs of Lord Ismay  (B60) 
184 Fiji  (B63) 
185 Jamaica  (B56) 
186 Uganda(B59) 
187 British Guiana  (B55) 


